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In contrast to the dominant discrepancy reduction model, which favors the most difficult items, people,
given free choice, devoted most time to medium-difficulty items and studied the easiest items first. When
study time was experimentally manipulated, best performance resulted when most time was given to the
medium-difficulty items. Empirically determined information uptake functions revealed steep initial
learning for easy items with little subsequent increase. For medium-difficulty items, initial gains were
smaller but more sustained, suggesting that the strategy people had used, when given free choice, was
largely appropriate. On the basis of the information uptake functions, a negative spacing effect was
predicted and observed in the final experiment. Overall, the results favored the region of proximal
learning framework.

A number of researchers have argued that the central function of
accurate metacognition is to provide people with optimal control
of their own learning (Koriat, 2000; Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991;
Nelson & Narens, 1990, 1994) by allowing them to allocate their
study time effectively. Benjamin, Bjork, and Schwartz (1998) put
it this way: “Poor self-monitoring capacity necessarily entails poor
selection and execution of relevant control processes: If you do not
know what you do not know, you cannot rectify your ignorance”
(p. 65). Nelson and Dunlosky (1991) argued, “The accuracy of
JOLs [judgments of learning] is critical because if the JOLs are
inaccurate, the allocation of subsequent study time will corre-
spondingly be less than optimal” (p. 267). Although these ideas
sound reasonable, at the present time, not only are there no data on
the relation between people’s metacognitions and their appropriate
allocation of study time, there are almost no data about the even
more fundamental question of what constitutes optimal allocation
of study time—a question of focal concern in this article. There
are, however, two theories.

The dominant model of study-time allocation—the discrepancy
reduction model—was forwarded by Dunlosky and Hertzog
(1998) and is consistent with the views articulated, with slightly
different terminology, by a large number of other researchers,
including Carver and Scheier (1990), Dunlosky and Thiede (1998),
Hyland (1988), Koriat and Goldsmith (1996), Le Ny, Denhiere,
and Le Taillanter (1972), Lord and Hanges (1987), Nelson and
Narens (1990), Powers (1973), and Thiede and Dunlosky (1999).
It proposes that people selectively allocate their time to those items
they judge to be the most discrepant from an internal criterion of

being learned, that is, to the items that are judged to be most
difficult. This view is also compatible with certain learning theo-
ries such as back-propagation (see Rumelhart & McClelland,
1986), in which learning proceeds by first correcting the largest
errors and then, on successive epochs, correcting successively
smaller errors until a learning criterion is reached.

The discrepancy reduction model does an excellent job of ac-
counting for much of the empirical data on study-time allocation.
For example, Son and Metcalfe (2000) reviewed the literature and
found 46 separate experimental conditions contained in 19 pub-
lished reports. Of these, 35 showed that, as the discrepancy reduc-
tion model asserts, people allocated their study time to the items
either that were objectively most difficult or that they judged to be
most difficult (Bisanz, Vesonder, & Voss, 1978; Cull & Zechmeis-
ter, 1994; Dunlosky & Connor, 1997; Kellas & Butterfield, 1971;
Kobasigawa & Metcalf-Haggert, 1993; Le Ny et al., 1972; Maz-
zoni & Cornoldi, 1993; Mazzoni, Cornoldi, & Marchitelli, 1990;
Mazzoni, Cornoldi, Tomat, & Vecchi, 1997; Nelson, Dunlosky,
Graf, & Narens, 1994; Nelson & Leonesio, 1988; Thiede & Dun-
losky, 1999; Zacks, 1969; and also see Pelegrina, Bajo, & Justicia,
2000). The predicted monotonic relation between JOLs and study-
time allocation was violated in very few participant populations,
for example, very young children (Dufresne & Kobasigawa, 1988,
1989; Kobasigawa & Dufresne, 1992; Masur, McIntyre, & Flavell,
1973) and mentally retarded teenagers (Belmont & Butterfield,
1971).

The nature of these exceptions invites the inference that to
optimize learning, people should allocate time in accordance with
the discrepancy reduction model. The metacognitions in these
populations may have been poor, and with these poor metacogni-
tions, the participants may have failed to allocate their study time
appropriately (i.e., to the most difficult items). Consequently, their
performance may have suffered.

Although this inference has some plausibility, direct empirical
evidence for the notion that it is best to selectively study the most
difficult items is nonexistent. To our knowledge, no studies have
shown that selective allocation of study time to the difficult items
results in better performance than does selective allocation to the
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items that are easy or of medium difficulty. One study by Nelson
et al. (1994) suggested that self-choice of items and choice of the
“worst-learned” items resulted in best performance. However, the
items in this experiment were preselected to be the easiest 36 items
of a set of 100 items, so it is not clear whether they should be
considered difficult or easy. Furthermore, a study by Nelson and
Leonesio (1988) suggests that the allocation of study time to the
most difficult items might be counterproductive. They investigated
the relation between freely allocated study time, JOLs, and per-
formance, emphasizing either speed or accuracy. Participants spent
up to 10 s more per item in the accuracy condition than in the
speeded condition. They tended to devote this extra time particu-
larly to the difficult items. But there was very little gain in
performance. Unfortunately, insofar as the study was only corre-
lational, it is not known whether the participants could have done
better by allocating time to items other than those that they chose.
In any event, a large increase in time devoted to difficult items
resulted in so little gain that the authors dubbed their results the
“labor-in-vain effect” (Nelson & Leonesio, 1988, p. 681).

Furthermore, several recent studies have cast doubt on the
generality of the discrepancy reduction model even as a statement
of what people do when allocating their study time. In nearly all of
the studies that support the discrepancy reduction model, the items
were presented one at a time, and participants were allowed to
study them for as long as they wanted. There was no ostensible
cost to continued study of a difficult item, insofar as it did not
mean there would be less time for other items. The exceptions to
the rule that people allocate most study time to the most difficult
items include experiments in which participants were encouraged
to keep their study time brief (Mazzoni & Cornoldi, 1993; Maz-
zoni et al., 1990) and experiments in which they were free to
choose among different items, rather than only having one item
presented at a time, so that spending more time on one item meant
that less time was left for the others. Thiede and Dunlosky (1999)
found that when people were allowed to choose items for study
from among all of the items available, they chose the easy items
first under conditions of time pressure or when easily attainable
goals were set. Son and Metcalfe (2000) found that under free-
choice conditions, college students often chose to study the easiest
items longer than items judged to be more difficult. And Metcalfe
(2002) showed that these effects were systematic. When people
were given a very short amount of time, they tended to study the
easy and medium-difficulty items preferentially, but as the amount
of study time increased, they shifted toward studying more diffi-
cult items. When people were more expert in the domain, as
compared with being novices, they also showed a shift in their
study-time allocation toward the more difficult items. The results
of these experiments contradict the predictions of the discrepancy
reduction model and point toward a second theory.

The second theory of study-time allocation, the region of prox-
imal learning framework (see Metcalfe, 2002), derives from a
number of distinguished theories of human learning, including
those of Atkinson (1972a, 1972b), Berlyne (1978), Hebb (1949),
Piaget (1952), and Vygotsky (1987). In all of these theories, the
concepts and items that are most amenable to learning are those
that are just slightly beyond the individual’s current grasp. Items
that are already learned and items that are too difficult for the
person to master given his or her current cognitive state are
considered to be outside the region of proximal learning and

undesirable candidates for study. This theory predicts that when
people are allowed to choose among items for study while under
time constraints, they should turn initially to those items that are
least difficult, so long as they are not yet learned, declining further
study of these easiest items only once learning is thought to have
occurred. They should then turn to items of slightly greater diffi-
culty, once again spending as much time as is needed (which will,
presumably, be longer than the amount of time needed for the
easiest items). Only late in the process should they turn to the most
difficult items. The dynamic process resulting from the region of
proximal learning framework is consistent with the data of Son and
Metcalfe (2000), with Metcalfe (2002) described above, and per-
haps with those of Thiede and Dunlosky (1999) and Mazzoni et al.
(1990). However, while these studies suggest that people might be
trying to hone in on what they believe is their own region of
proximal learning, they provide no evidence that what they chose
to study was optimal.

Indeed, we were able to find only one study that systematically
investigated whether people devote their study time to the mate-
rials of appropriate difficulty: an early study by Atkinson (1972a,
1972b). Basing his experiments on a Markov model of human
learning by Calfee and Atkinson (1965) in which to-be-learned
materials could be in one of three stages—permanently learned,
transitory, or unlearned—he posited that the most effective strat-
egy is to devote time to items that are in the transitory state.
According to this model, the learning objective is to transfer as
many items as possible into the permanently learned state for later
delayed recall. To do this, given that all items must go through the
transitory state, one should selectively study those items that are
already in the transitory state.

Using a computer algorithm, Atkinson (1972a, 1972b) was able
to ascertain which of the items—English–German vocabulary
pairs—were in each of the three states. He then had the computer
assign study opportunities on the basis of the state of learning of
the items or allowed people to select items themselves. When
participants were allowed to determine what they studied, they did
53% better than when the computer chose items for study ran-
domly. The performance gain with self-selection was nearly iden-
tical to that exhibited when the computer randomly selected among
any items that were not yet permanently learned (i.e., from both
transitory and unlearned items). The most impressive finding was
that when the computer preferentially selected the transitory items
for people to study, participants gained 108% over the random
control. Atkinson (1972a) concluded that people are far from
optimal in their self-selected study-time allocation and that their
metacognition and control processes were faulty:

One way to avoid the challenge and responsibility of developing a
theory of instruction is to adopt the view that the learner is the best
judge of what to study, when to study, and how to study. I am alarmed
by the number of individuals who advocate this position despite a
great deal of negative evidence . . . . My data, and the data of others,
indicate that the learner is not a particularly effective decision maker.
(p. 930)

Without disputing Atkinson’s conclusions about people’s
decision-making and metacognitive capabilities in general (see
Metcalfe, 1998), one concern with his conclusion about their
allocation of study time is that the instructions given to his par-
ticipants in the self-determined-study condition may have unfa-
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vorably biased their strategy. Participants “were told that their
trial-to-trial selection of items should be done with the aim of
mastering the total set of vocabulary items” and “that it was best
to test and study on words they did not know rather than on ones
already mastered” (Atkinson, 1972b, p. 125). It seems plausible
that participants may have interpreted these instructions as telling
them to study equally all items that were as yet unlearned (regard-
less of difficulty) but to ignore the items that were already learned.
The fact that the self-determined-study condition and the equal-
parameter condition (in which transitory and unlearned items were
studied the same amount) produced nearly identical data on every
trial suggests that people may not have felt completely free to
study whatever they liked but rather that they mimicked the
equal-parameter condition. Atkinson’s study notwithstanding,
then, we do not know whether people’s study-time allocation is
appropriate.

In the first two experiments, we examined the questions of to
which items people devote their time, in what order, and
whether that appropriation is reasonable. In Experiment 1, as
well as detailing people’s patterns of study-time allocation and
of item switching, we compared the amount of time spent
studying with a measure of the rate of learning return per
second of study. The idea behind this latter analysis was that the
most study time should be allocated to items that returned the
most learning per second of study. We used a paradigm (Met-
calfe, 2002) in which people were given three study possibili-
ties— one easy pair, one medium pair, and one difficult pair—at
a time and had to click the computer mouse on a cue word of the
pair to see the target. The total amount of time for each triad
was systematically varied. In the second experiment, rather than
leaving the choice up to the participant, we manipulated the
amount of time allowed to easy, medium, and difficult pairs in
an effort to determine which emphasis was best. In later exper-
iments, we investigated certain implications of the findings of
the first two experiments.

Experiment 1

In the first experiment, we administered a pretest and then
allowed people a self-determined learning opportunity. Partici-
pants were then tested on their learning and, after we excluded
words that were known on the pretest, the percentage of gain per
second of study in each treatment combination was computed and
compared with self-determined allocation of study time. The hy-
pothesis was that people studying optimally should devote the bulk
of their study time to the items that gave the greatest rate of return
per second of study, and the return rates should mirror people’s
study-time allocation patterns.

Method

Participants. Participants were 12 Columbia University students who
received partial course credit for their participation. In all of the experi-
ments in this series, each participant was tested individually on an iMac
computer. Participants were treated in accordance with the ethical stan-
dards of the American Psychological Association. Participants were not
excluded from participating because of knowledge of Spanish, but they
were given a pretest so their fluency with the language could be assessed.
Although in this article we do not report details concerning participant

Spanish language expertise in any experiments in this series, they are
available from Janet Metcalfe.

Design. The experiment was a 3 (difficulty of the materials: easy,
medium, difficult) � 3 (time allowed per triad: 5 s, 15 s, or unlimited time
up to 60 s) within-participants design with 16 word pairs per treatment
combination. The order of the timing conditions, which was a blocked
variable, was counterbalanced across participants.

Materials. The materials were 144 English–Spanish vocabulary pairs
from Metcalfe (2002) that were divided into three sets of 48, one for each
of the three difficulty conditions. The 48 easy pairs tended to be cognates;
the medium pairs could be mediated by recourse to other known words in
English; the difficult pairs were constructed such that we were unable to
come up with any mediator.

Procedure. Participants were informed that they would be asked to
learn 144 English–Spanish vocabulary pairs but that before doing so, they
would be given a pretest. On the pretest, which was given on paper, all 144
English words were listed, and the participants were asked to write in the
Spanish translation of any word they knew. They were then instructed that
during study, on each trial, three English words would be presented on the
computer screen with a question mark button below each, and that the
Spanish translation of a given word would be displayed when they clicked
on the question mark button below the word. The Spanish translation
remained on the screen until they clicked on another question mark button
or the study time for that triad of pairs elapsed. Participants were informed
that the items on the left were relatively easy, those on the right relatively
difficult, and those in the middle of intermediate difficulty. They were told
that they were free to allocate their study time however they wished,
including visiting the same item multiple times. They were also informed
of the study time allowed for each triad in each block of the study phase.
During the 5-s and 15-s blocks, the computer automatically proceeded to
the next trial when the time period elapsed, whereas in the unlimited-time
block, a next triad button was presented along with each triad. In this block,
the computer went on to the next triad automatically if the participant did
not click the next triad button for 60 s.

When the participant had completed the study phase, the computer
administered a test—an English word was displayed, and the participant
was asked to type the Spanish translation and hit the return key. The order
of presentation during the test was random. Participants were told that they
could change their answers up until they hit the return key and that their
data would be scored both strictly and leniently, so if they had some idea
of what the words might be, they should type in their answers, even if they
were not entirely certain. They were similarly encouraged to guess on the
pretest.

Results

In the analysis of variance (ANOVA) data presented throughout
this article, a cutoff value of p � .05 was chosen as the criterion
for significance. Tukey tests were used as post hoc tests throughout
on simple effects. Post hoc t tests were computed on individual
comparisons on interaction terms, and the p values for these are
reported directly, because there is no generally agreed-on author-
itative reference for what the alpha level should be. Partial eta
squared was used as the measure of effect size and is designated
ES in this article. The recall data were computer scored using an
algorithm, created by Brady Butterfield, which assigns a value
between .00 and 1.00 based on the extent of letter overlap between
the response and the correct answer. Generally, items with scores
over .75 tended to be what a human scorer would call spelling
mistakes and were therefore reassigned a value of 1, whereas all
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others were assigned a value of 0. These scores were then averaged
over the 16 trials.1, 2

Recall. In the analyses that follow, items answered correctly
on the pretest were excluded—an average of 6.00 easy, 1.58
medium, and 0.08 difficult items per participant. Recall means are
shown in Table 1.

The Time Allowed � Difficulty interaction was significant, F(4,
44) � 2.91, MSE � 0.01, ES � .21. This interaction qualified main
effects of both time allowed, F(2, 22) � 10.50, MSE � 0.02, ES �
.49, and difficulty, F(2, 22) � 123.44, MSE � 0.03, ES � .92.
These results replicate those in Metcalfe (2002) showing that
easier items were easier, more time resulted in better performance,
and more time was ineffective in improving performance on the
most difficult items, although it did help the easy and medium
items.

Post hoc Tukey tests confirmed that participants did better on
easy pairs than either medium or difficult pairs. The difference
between medium and difficult pairs was also significant. Post hoc
tests also confirmed that performance was worse in the 5-s con-
dition than in either the 15-s or the unlimited-time condition,
although the difference between the 15-s and unlimited-time con-
ditions was not significant. To further investigate the interaction,
we compared recall performance in the 5-s and unlimited-time
conditions for each level of difficulty. For easy pairs, the differ-
ence, favoring the unlimited-time condition, was significant, M �
0.21, t(11) � 2.69, p � .021. For medium pairs, this difference was
also significant, M � 0.16, t(11) � 3.95, p � .002. For difficult
items, however, the difference was not significant, M � 0.04,
t(11) � 1.74, p � .111: More time did not result in better
performance. The null effect of increased study time on memory
for the difficult items corroborates Nelson and Leonesio’s (1988)
finding of a labor-in-vain effect. Our data also show, though, that
labor was not in vain on the easy and medium items.

Study-time allocation. Figure 1 gives the proportion of time
allocated to pairs that were easy, medium, and difficult as a
function of time allowed. There was a Time Allowed � Difficulty
interaction, F(4, 44) � 3.40, MSE � 0.01, ES � .24, as well as a
main effect of difficulty, F(2, 22) � 6.39, MSE � 0.03, ES � .37.
The main effect showed that people tended to devote more time to
the pairs of medium difficulty than to either the easy or the
difficult pairs. The interaction replicates Metcalfe (2002), showing
that as more time was allowed, people shifted to more difficult
pairs. Post hoc tests on proportion of time allocated revealed that
more time was spent on the medium pairs than on the easy pairs,
and more time was spent on the medium pairs than on the difficult
pairs. The difference in time spent between the easy pairs and the
difficult pairs was not significant.

Dynamic patterns of selection of items. We also analyzed the
order in which easy, medium, and difficult items were studied by

calculating the percentage of trials on which each type of item was
selected first, second, and third. Participants only occasionally
made more than three selections per trial. Data from the three time
conditions in the experiment were collapsed. As can be seen from
Figure 2, easy items tended to be chosen first. This result is
consistent with those of Thiede and Dunlosky (1999). Items of
medium difficulty were chosen second. The difficult items tended
to be chosen third, although there was also some tendency for
people to return to the easy items on their third choice. (Note that
the proportion data do not add up to 1 because of the cases—not
explicitly enumerated—in which the person did not get to the
choice in question within the time limits of the trial.)

Rate of return for time spent. This analysis was directed at
determining how much learning resulted from study time devoted
to the different difficulty levels. We computed a return rate mea-
sure as follows: For each treatment combination (and separately
for each participant), first the items that were correct on the pretest
were excluded. Then the proportion correct was computed, and
this was divided by the average amount of time spent on items in
that condition, yielding the proportion recalled per second spent
studying. As can be seen from Figure 3, there was an effect of
difficulty, F(2, 22) � 80.45, MSE � 0.01, ES � .88, such that, as
post hoc analyses showed, time spent on the easy items resulted in
significantly more gain than did time spent on the medium or
difficult items. There was also a main effect of time allowed, F(2,
22) � 13.50, MSE � 0.01, ES � .55, showing that there was more

1 Both pretest and test performances were also measured by a more strict
criterion. The patterns of results paralleled those reported here (with a few
exceptions in which one measure but not the other fell short of the .05
significance criterion). Details of the strict data are available from Janet
Metcalfe.

2 Masson and Loftus (in press) have contributed a method of computing
confidence intervals that removes between-subject variability in designs
such as ours. Unfortunately, we were unable to use their methods because
of violations of their assumption of similar error terms for main effects and
interactions. We were thus forced to use the more conservative standard
confidence intervals.

Table 1
Mean Proportion of Items Recalled From Experiment 1

Time

Item type

Easy Medium Difficult

5 s .50 .07 .01
15 s .64 .22 .02
Unlimited .71 .23 .04

Figure 1. The proportion of time devoted to easy, medium, and difficult
items in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals, which
are based on individual cell means here and throughout.
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gain per second when less total time, rather than more total time,
was allowed. (This effect did not reach significance with stricter
scoring, F[2, 22] � 2.22, p � .13.) Post hoc analyses showed that
there was more gain per second with 5 s of study time than with
either 15 s or unlimited time and that the gains with 15 s and
unlimited time were not significantly different.

Finally, there was a significant Time Allowed � Difficulty
interaction, F(4, 44) � 12.08, MSE � 0.01, ES � .52. When a
short amount of time was allowed, time spent on the easy items
was especially effective. When more time was allowed, time spent
on the easy items was less differentially effective as compared
with time spent on the items of medium difficulty. To understand
the locus of this interaction in more detail, we first computed the
difference between the easy and medium conditions in terms of
gain per second. This difference, when the 5-s and 15-s conditions
were contrasted, was significant, t(11) � 4.18, p � .002, showing
that the advantage in gain per second of the easy over the medium
condition was larger in the 5-s condition than in the 15-s condition.
There was no difference when the 15-s and the unlimited-time
condition were compared, however. In summary, time spent on the
easy items was especially effective when there was little total time.
With longer total time, the advantage to spending it on the easy
items diminished.

Correlation between time allocated and recall. We computed
a point-biserial correlation between time spent studying individual
items and the probability of recall of those items for each partic-
ipant in each of the time conditions for the easy items. (Unfortu-
nately, the medium and difficult item conditions had to be elimi-
nated because of too few observations.) It seemed self-evident that
these correlations should be positive, that is, more time spent
studying should lead to a higher probability of recall. Surprisingly,
none of the correlations was significantly different from 0, and
there was no difference among the three study-time conditions (all
Fs � 1). More time spent studying the easy items did not increase
the probability of learning.

Discussion

These data are inconsistent with the discrepancy reduction
model, both in terms of what people should study and what they

did study. They did not selectively devote their study time to the
most difficult items but rather to items that were of medium
difficulty, replicating earlier studies (Metcalfe, 2002; Son & Met-
calfe, 2000). Furthermore, there is no indication in these data that
selective allocation of time to the difficult items helped perfor-
mance overall or even on those items themselves. First, when the
amount of time was manipulated and people did, therefore, give
more time to the most difficult items (on average, 0.71 s in the 5-s
condition, as compared with 3.56 s in the 15-s condition and 8.61 s
in the unlimited-time condition—a more than 10-fold increase),
performance on those difficult items themselves registered no
improvement. The additional time did substantially help perfor-
mance on the easy and medium items, in contrast. Second, the
measure of return per second of study indicated no returns (less
than 1% per second) for the difficult items. Selectively devoting
time to the difficult pairs, rather than being an adaptive strategy,
was, indeed, labor in vain. The discrepancy reduction model is
undermined by these data.

But perhaps even the devotion of time to the medium items—
which were the ones on which people spent most time—may not
have been well spent. The return-per-second measure, taken alone,
suggests that people should not have studied the medium items for
so long and should, instead, have given even more time than they
did to the easy items.

Although this might be the case, and we will investigate this
possibility further in the next experiment, there are some reasons
for doubt. First, it bears pointing out that because this first study
was essentially correlational, we do not know, in principle,
whether people would have benefited from further study of the
easy items or whether more time spent on them might have been
wasted. Additionally, two factors in the data from Experiment 1
suggest that people might not have reaped the kinds of additional
gains suggested by the return-per-second measure had they de-
voted further study time to the easy items. First, the zero correla-
tions between study time and performance on the easy items
suggest that giving additional time on these items might not
necessarily improve performance. Although we acknowledge that
there may be factors that could obviate a straightforward interpre-
tation of this lack of correlation within time conditions, it was

Figure 2. The order of choice of items in Experiment 1. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3. Proportion correct per second of study for the easy, medium,
and difficult conditions. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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nevertheless surprising that an increase in time spent on the easy
items did not result in increased performance. Second, on the
return-per-second analysis, the interaction between difficulty and
time allowed weighs in against the idea that further time spent on
the easy items would have resulted in larger performance gains.
When a very short amount of total time was allowed, the benefit to
spending time on the easy items was large, but as the total time
allowed increased, the benefit to spending it on the easy items
decreased while the benefit to spending it on the medium-difficulty
items stayed about the same.

A trenchant observation by Kahneman (1973; also see Koriat,
Sheffer, & Ma’ayan, 2002) also suggests that, in contrast to the
return-per-second data, people’s strategies of selectively studying
the items of medium difficulty and not devoting too much time to
the easy items may not have been misguided. Kahneman argued
that certain materials only allow so much attention. He said, “the
subject simply cannot try as hard in a relatively easy task as he
does when the task becomes more demanding” (Kahneman, 1973,
p. 14). Perhaps the easy items were of this variety, and their
capacity to be studied was quickly exhausted. For these reasons,
we decided to investigate experimentally, rather than just correla-
tionally, whether devoting time to easy, medium, or difficult items
would result in the best performance.

Experiment 2

We tested three competing hypotheses. The first was that the
return-per-second data from Experiment 1 indicated what the per-
son should study. If this was so, then people should have given
much more time than they did to the easy items. The second
hypothesis was that people basically behaved appropriately in
Experiment 1. Perhaps there was some reason why devoting more
time to the easy items would not have resulted in more learning
and, therefore, people were correct to turn to the medium-difficulty
items. The third hypothesis was that the large study-time allocation
literature indicating that people frequently devote their time to the
most difficult items provides a sketch of the optimal strategy. We
doubted that this third possibility could be correct, given the results
of Experiment 1, but in light of the fact that 35 experiments using
a paradigm different from the one in Experiment 1 had shown that
this is what people do, it seemed prudent to include the third
hypothesis as a possibility.

The basic idea of the experiment was that item pairs that were
easy, medium, or difficult would be shown to participants, but
rather than having them control how much time they would spend
studying each, we would control the time spent—assigning the
majority of the time to either the easy items, the medium items, or
the difficult items. Pilot studies showed that we could not ade-
quately control the timing of study while maintaining the spatial
layout of Experiment 1, so we presented the pairs one at a time for
the amount of time designated by the experimental condition but in
the same position on the screen (i.e., in the center).

Method

Participants were 12 Columbia University students who were not
fluent Spanish speakers and who received partial course credit for their
participation. The materials were the English–Spanish pairs used in
Experiment 1.

Participants were given a pretest on all of the words so that already
known translations could be eliminated from the analyses. They were
encouraged to guess during both the pretest and the final test if they did not
know the answer to a question.

All pairs were presented in the same location so that the presentation of
the new cue–target pair masked the preceding pair. They were always
presented in the order easy, then medium, then difficult. There were three
conditions; in each condition, either the easy, the medium, or the difficult
items were emphasized. We allowed the two unemphasized conditions 1 s
each. The emphasized condition was given 10 s. Thus, for example, the
timing in the emphasize-easy condition was 10 s per easy pair, 1 s per
medium-difficulty pair, and 1 s per difficult pair. The design, then, was a
3 � 3 within-participants factorial design where the variables were diffi-
culty (easy, medium, or difficult) and emphasis (easy, medium, or diffi-
cult). After the presentation of the words during study, participants were
tested on all of the words, one at a time, in random order. After each
response, they were asked for a confidence rating.

Results

Items answered correctly on the pretest were excluded from the
analyses. An average of 14.08 easy, 2.17 medium, and 0.08 diffi-
cult items were excluded per participant.

There was a significant effect of emphasis, F(2, 22) � 4.39,
MSE � 0.01, ES � .29 (see Figure 4). The emphasize-medium
condition produced the best results, M � 0.32. The mean for the
emphasize-easy condition was 0.27, and the mean for the
emphasize-difficult condition was 0.25. Tukey tests showed that
the difference between the emphasize-medium condition and the
emphasize-difficult condition was significant, whereas the other
differences did not reach the criterion for significance.

The effect of difficulty was significant, F(2, 22) � 160.15,
MSE � 0.02, ES � .94. Tukey tests showed that participants
recalled the easy items better than they did both the medium and
the difficult items, and they recalled the medium items better than
they did the difficult items. The Emphasis � Difficulty interaction

Figure 4. Proportion of easy, medium, and difficult items recalled when
the easy items were allocated most study time (10 s, 1 s, 1 s, respectively),
when the medium items were allocated most study time (1 s, 10 s, 1 s,
respectively), and when the difficult items were allocated most study time
(1 s, 1 s, 10 s, respectively), from Experiment 2. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
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was significant, F(4, 44) � 3.31, MSE � 0.02, ES � .23 (although
not with stricter scoring, F[4, 44] � 1.90, p � .13). Post hoc
analyses showed that medium items were remembered better when
they were emphasized than when they were not, t(11) � 3.89, p �
.003. This difference was not significant for easy items, t(11) �
1.03, p � .327, or for difficult items, t(11) � 1.46, p � .172. Thus,
only the medium items benefited from additional study time, and
the benefit to them showed up as an overall improvement in
performance.

Discussion

In this experiment, the best strategy was to selectively allocate
time to the items of medium difficulty. The results of this exper-
iment offered no comfort to the discrepancy reduction model: The
selective allocation of large amounts of time to the most difficult
items was not beneficial.

Although this study did not show an advantage to allowing more
than 1 s to the easy items either overall or, indeed, when measured
by performance on the easy items themselves, a follow-up exper-
iment using a similar design but in which the times went from 0.5 s
to 10 s (rather than from 1 s to 10 s) showed some advantage
(which was marginally significant, F[2, 34] � 2.52, MSE � 0.01,
ES � .13, p � .095, with the scoring criterion reported here, but
which was significant with a stricter scoring criterion, F[2, 34] �
6.45, MSE � 0.01, ES � .27) to giving more time than 0.5 s to the
easy items. These results, then, conjoined with the results of
Experiments 1 and 2, suggest that whether or not additional study
time will enhance memory is a joint function of exactly how much
study time has already been allocated and the nature of the items.
If the items are easy, some small amount of additional study time
over a very short baseline may be helpful. If the person has already
spent a second or so on an easy item, however, additional time may
be wasted. If the items are of medium difficulty, memory may
continue to benefit from increases in study time over a larger
range. If the items are truly difficult, though, even large increases
in study time may have little effect. Delineating the information
uptake curves (i.e., the gain in terms of memory percentage in-
crease over the interval in question divided by the amount of time
in the interval) that show the relation between memory perfor-
mance for various item types and the amount of time spent study-
ing is necessary if one is to understand how much time should be
devoted to varying item types, and when the individual should
decline further study as unproductive.

Experiment 3

The third experiment was designed to investigate the informa-
tion uptake functions parametrically. We were especially inter-
ested in determining whether these functions could resolve the
question of why, when the return functions in Experiment 1 had
shown that the greatest return per second of study resulted from the
easiest items, the results of Experiment 2 indicated that it did not
behoove people to devote much more time to them. The conjecture
that we explored was that information uptake of the easy items
plateaus quickly; that is, there is a considerable benefit from a
short amount of study of those items, but additional study on them
does not improve performance proportionally. In contrast, infor-

mation uptake of medium-difficulty items was hypothesized to be
less steep initially but more sustained over time.

We varied the study time on items of easy and medium diffi-
culty using a new set of English–Spanish materials. We did not
include the most difficult items because they were showing no
effects whatever of differences in study time in the earlier studies.
The time needed to learn these items appeared to be so long as to
be intractable in our experimental setting. Items were presented for
varying amounts of time and then participants’ memory for those
items was tested. The two experiments presented in this section
were essentially the same (and hence provide a replication of the
basic results) except that in Experiment 3A participants were not
given a pretest, whereas in Experiment 3B they were.

Method

Participants, design, and materials. Participants were 33 and 29 Co-
lumbia University students in Experiments 3A and 3B, respectively, who
received partial course credit for their participation.

The basic experiment was a 2 (difficulty of the materials: easy or
medium) � 6 (time allowed per pair: 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, or 8 s) within-
participants design with 16 English–Spanish pairs per treatment combina-
tion. The order of the difficulty conditions, which was a blocked variable,
was counterbalanced across participants. In Experiment 3B, the pretest
allowed already known items to be eliminated.

The materials were 192 English–Spanish vocabulary pairs, none of
which were used in the previous experiments. The new list of words was
created because we needed a larger list for this experiment and because it
allowed us to avoid screening for and eliminating participants who had run
in the previous Spanish–English experiments. The words were chosen to be
similar in difficulty to the corresponding words from the previous
experiments.

Procedure. Word pairs were presented in blocks of 48 words each.
During each block, the words were presented for study, there was a 30-s
distractor task in which participants counted backward by 3s from a
three-digit number, the words were tested, and then the next block was
presented. There were four blocks—two made up of easy words, the other
two of medium-difficulty words—and the order of the blocks was
counterbalanced.

We were concerned that during study, if we allowed brief presentations
to be followed by long ones, participants would continue to think about the
briefly presented item while the longer ones were being presented (hence
offsetting our time manipulation). The uneven rhythm of random presen-
tation also made study difficult and strange. We did not want to present
each of the durations in a separate block because we did not do so in the
preceding experiments and because we wanted to equate mean time be-
tween presentation and test across conditions. Therefore, during study, the
words were presented in scalloped cycles of the following order: 8 s, 4 s,
2 s, 1 s, 0.5 s, 0.5 s, 1 s, 2 s, 4 s, 8 s. This cycle then repeated until all 40
words had been shown. (The 0-s condition is not listed because it was not
presented during study.) Before the experiment began, participants studied
a practice block of Spanish–English pairs, which were not tested, to
familiarize them with this presentation timing.

The order of the words during the test was random. Participants were
asked to type in the Spanish translation of the English word that was
presented and were told that if they were not sure of the answer, they
should guess.

Results

The similarities in the results of the two experiments were
striking. They were analyzed separately because the items that
were correct in the pretest—an average of 21.48 easy and 6.93
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medium-difficulty items per participant—were eliminated in Ex-
periment 3B, and there was no pretest in Experiment 3A.

In Experiment 3A, there was a main effect of difficulty, F(1,
32) � 474.59, MSE � 0.05, ES � .94, showing better performance
for the easy items. The easy items were recalled about 50 percent-
age points higher than medium-difficulty items, overall. There was
also an effect of study time, F(5, 160) � 70.93, MSE � 0.01, ES �
.69, showing that performance improved with time. The most
interesting result, from our perspective, was the Difficulty � Study
Time interaction, F(5, 160) � 3.51, MSE � 0.01, ES � .10. In
Experiment 3B, the main effects of difficulty, F(1, 27) � 674.42,
MSE � 0.03, ES � .96, and of time allowed, F(5, 135) � 74.60,
MSE � 0.01, ES � .73, were significant, as was the crucial
Difficulty � Time Allowed interaction, F(5, 135) � 5.87, MSE �
0.02, ES � .18.

To investigate this central interaction—the information uptake
functions themselves—in more detail (and to eliminate differences
at the y-intercept, presumably attributable to guessing), we com-
puted a measure of performance gain per second of study in each
of the five intervals: (1) from 0 s of study to 0.5 s, (2) from 0.5 s
to 1 s, (3) from 1 s to 2 s, (4) from 2 s to 4 s, and (5) from 4 s to
8 s. For each interval, we computed the difference in recall
performance from the second study time to the first. We then
divided performance gain by the number of seconds in that interval
to arrive at performance gain per second. Figure 5 shows these
results for both Experiments 3A and 3B. In Experiment 3A, the
rate of information uptake for the easy items far exceeded that of
the medium-difficulty items in the first interval, that is, between 0
and 0.5 s, t(32) � 2.86, p � .004 (one-tailed). However, at all
subsequent intervals, it favored the medium-difficulty items. For
the second interval, the difference favoring the medium-difficulty
items was significant, t(32) � �1.82, p � .039 (one-tailed), as was
also the case for the final interval, t(32) � �1.75, p � .045
(one-tailed).

In Experiment 3B, the advantage for the easy items over the
medium-difficulty items in the first interval was slightly smaller
than it had been in Experiment 3A and was not quite significant,
t(28) � 1.48, p � .075 (one-tailed). (It was significant with stricter
scoring, however: t[28] � 2.23, p � .017 [one-tailed].) Again, rate
of uptake favored the medium-difficulty items at the longer inter-
vals, and significantly so at the fourth interval (i.e., between 2 s
and 4 s), t(27) � �2.52, p � .009 (one-tailed).3 The advantage of
the medium-difficulty items over the easy items was marginal in
the fifth interval, t(27) � �1.65, p � .055 (one-tailed).

Discussion

The information uptake curve for the easy items indicated that
there was an initial period of fast learning but that the amount of
learning diminished very rapidly as more time was spent. This
finding is, of course, related to Ebbinghaus’s (1885/1964) obser-
vation on memory with repetitions—that learning is negatively
accelerated (and see Anderson & Schooler, 1991, for an updated
discussion; see also, e.g., Stevens, 1962, for possibly related psy-
chophysical data). The uptake curve for the medium-difficulty
items neither was as high initially as the easy-items curve, nor did
it diminish as much.

These uptake functions make sense of some of the puzzling
findings from Experiment 1: that the benefit per second of study of

easy items was greater when there was a short amount of total
study time but not as marked when there was more study time.
They also make sense of the lack of correlation between recall
performance and the amount of study time allocated to easy items.
It seems intuitive that the results of Experiment 2—that it was
better to devote most time to the medium-difficulty items—also
follow, particularly given that about 1 s of study on the easy items
was enough to allow people to reach a learning plateau. More time
on those easy items would be wasted, according to the uptake
curves, whereas time on items of medium difficulty would be
better spent. In addition, these curves are consistent with the
finding in the follow-up study to Experiment 2 that additional
study time over a very short baseline of 0.5 s did benefit the easy

3 In the fourth and fifth intervals, data from 1 participant could not be
used because he had a perfect score on the easy items on the pretest, hence
the 27 degrees of freedom.

Figure 5. Information uptake functions, that is, gain in recall per second
of study, as a function of study interval for the easy and the medium-
difficulty items in Experiment 3A (A) and Experiment 3B (B). Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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items. And the information uptake functions also suggest that the
strategy that people had adopted in the first experiment—of choos-
ing to study the easy items first but then not spending too much
time on them before turning to the medium-difficulty items—was
well founded. These curves suggest that the individual should
initially study the easy items preferentially but only for a very
short amount of time. Then there should be a preference for
medium-difficulty items, as the rate of gain per second of study for
medium items (especially when they have not been studied at all)
surpasses that for easy items. The findings of the first two exper-
iments, then, fall into place, given the uptake functions observed in
this experiment.

Experiment 4

As the foregoing experiments suggest, the question of appropri-
ate study-time allocation is a dynamic one concerned not only with
what people should study but also with how long they should
persevere before shifting to something else. The issue that is
addressed in this final experiment is: When is it advantageous to
break off study of one item in favor of another? The decision about
when to discontinue study of particular items is one that the
participants in Experiment 1 faced directly, insofar as their task
can be construed as determining not how long, in total, to spend on
a particular item but rather when information uptake on a partic-
ular item was no longer paying off and thus when they should shift
their focus to something else. As we have seen, they chose to study
easy items first but then to quickly shift to the items of medium
difficulty, on which they persevered for longer.

In general, once information uptake has plateaued, there should
be diminishing returns for continued study of that item, at least at
that time. In contrast, if the learning of an item has not come close
to a plateau, then the person, presumably, should persist in study-
ing that item at that time. These conjectures, based on the infor-
mation uptake functions of Experiment 3 about when one should
persist and when one should decline further study, have straight-
forward implications for the spacing effect.

Massed practice can be viewed as continued study on the same
item at the time of its initial presentation—allowing more time for
information uptake. Spaced practice can be viewed as declining to
continue to study immediately (in favor of returning to an item
later when some forgetting has taken place). We suggest that rather
than being a ubiquitous benefit to learning, as has often been
assumed, spaced practice should be advantageous if the learning
on the first study trial has plateaued. But if it has not—which
should occur with moderately difficult materials at short presen-
tation rates—then massed practice should be better, because it
allows the person to continue studying while the study is still
effective and does not prematurely interrupt the learning process.

A large literature indicates that when items are repeated during
study, they are remembered better when their presentations are
spaced apart than when they are massed (Greene, 1989; Johnston
& Uhl, 1976; Madigan, 1969; Melton, 1967; Whitten & Bjork,
1977; and see especially Bahrick, Bahrick, Bahrick, & Bahrick,
1993, who studied spacing in second language vocabulary learn-
ing, and Bjork & Allen, 1970, for theoretical discussion). One
exception to this otherwise general rule was provided in an exper-
iment by Waugh (1970), in which she found a spacing effect at a
4-s rate of presentation but no effect at a 1-s rate, a result providing

encouragement to our hypothesis. Landauer and Bjork (1978)
demonstrated that under conditions where there is no feedback
(that is, the target item is not presented at all during the second and
subsequent repetitions of the cue), expanding rehearsal prac-
tice—in which the spacing of subsequent repetitions is gradually
increased—results in better performance than does evenly spaced
practice. But the advantage they demonstrated with this method
appears to be due to the fact that participants receive no benefit of
repetition, spaced or otherwise, on the items they cannot retrieve,
and there are more such items with wide spacing. Pashler (2002)
has shown that when feedback is given in a similar situation,
spaced practice is better than is expanding rehearsal. (The only
other “exception” to the spacing effect has been observed when the
test occurs very soon after the last presentation of massed pairs;
Glenberg, 1976, 1979. But it is generally accepted that this appar-
ent reversal of the spacing effect is not genuine but rather due to
the confound of lag to test.) In the remainder of the literature, the
spacing effect has been found to occur in a wide variety of learning
and remembering tasks and with a wide variety of materials
(Glenberg, 1979; Hintzman, 1976), and it has been studied exten-
sively (for reviews, see Crowder, 1976; Greene 1989; Hintzman,
1974; Russo, Mammarella, & Avons, 2002). The spacing effect
has been found to occur not only with humans but also with
creatures as lowly as the honeybee (Menzel, Manz, Menzel, &
Greggers, 2001) and Aplysia (Carew, Pinsker, & Kandel, 1972).
As such, it is thought to be a fundamental principle of learning.
Despite the seeming generality of the findings on spacing that have
been reported in the literature, we suggest, on the basis of the
arguments outlined above, that there may be conditions under
which massing rather than spacing of practice should result in
better learning. To date, though, no such reversal of the spacing
effect has ever been reported.

We tested the hypothesis that there would be an interaction
between study time and spacing in two experiments that were
small variants of one another. In Experiment 4A, the study times
were 1 s per item or 8 s per item; participants were given Spanish–
English pairs at study and the Spanish words at test and were asked
to type in the English translations. As will be seen, we obtained the
predicted interaction between study time and spacing but a null
rather than a negative spacing effect at the fast presentation rate. In
an effort to obtain the predicted crossover, in Experiment 4B, we
made the task slightly harder by presenting English–Spanish pairs
at study and the English word at test, asking for the Spanish
translation, and we also decreased the fast presentation rate to
0.5 s.

Method

Participants, design, and materials. Participants were Columbia Uni-
versity students who received partial course credit or pay for their partic-
ipation. There were 24 participants in each of Experiments 4A and 4B.

The experiments each consisted of a 2 (spacing: massed or spaced) � 2
(presentation time per instance: 1 s vs. 8 s in Experiment 4A and 0.5 s vs.
8 s in Experiment 4B) within-participants design with 24 word pairs per
treatment combination. The order of the timing conditions—a blocked
variable—was counterbalanced across participants. The materials were the
96 medium-difficulty pairs used in Experiment 3.

Procedure. Participants were told that they would be learning 96
English–Spanish vocabulary pairs. In Experiment 4A, they were told that
they would be given the Spanish words at test and would be asked to type
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in the English translations; in Experiment 4B, they were told that they
would be given the English words at test and would be asked to type in the
Spanish translations. The word pairs were presented in two blocks, one for
each presentation time condition. In each block, after all of the pairs were
presented, there was a distractor task during which participants counted
backwards by 3s for 30 s, and then the cue words were presented in random
order and the participants typed in their translations. Participants were told
to guess during the test if they could not think of the exact answer. The
second block started immediately after the first block ended.

Massing and spacing within each block. During presentation, each
massed pair was presented twice in a row. An interstimulus interval of 0.1 s
was included in each pair’s presentation time, during which the screen was
blank. Thus, for massed presentation in the 1-s condition, the pair was on
screen for 0.9 s, the screen was blank for 0.1 s, and then the same pair was
visible for another 0.9 s followed by another 0.1 s of blank screen. In the
spaced condition, the two presentations of each pair were separated by
seven other presentations, some of which were massed and some of which
were spaced, as outlined below.

Primacy and recency effects, as well as lag-to-test effects, make the
order in which word pairs are presented crucial (see Shaughnessy, Zim-
merman, & Underwood, 1972, for further discussion of these problems).
For example, if all the spaced pairs were presented at the start or the end
of the list, they might be remembered better regardless of spacing because
of serial position effects. To ensure that the average time from presentation
to test was equivalent for the massed and spaced conditions, we devised a
system in which pairs could be spaced moderately far apart but also
grouped into different sets, so that all of the pairs (massed and spaced) in
a given set were approximately equally distant from the test. The pairs were
presented in sets of eight, with each of the eight pairs being presented
twice. In each set, each spaced pair was separated by presentations of each
of the three other spaced pairs and by two of the four massed pairs. For
example, in one permutation, the pairs were presented in the following
order: S1, S2, M1, M1, S3, S4, M2, M2, S1, S2, M3, M3, S3, S4, M4, M4
(where S1, M1, etc. represent spaced [S] and massed [M] pairs and each
number identifies a particular pair). Six such sets of eight pairs were
presented in each timing condition. We used different permutations for the
six sets so that the participants would not recognize a pattern during
presentation. Each permutation had the same structure; for example, an-
other permutation was S1, S2, S3, M1, M1, S4, M2, M2, S1, S2, S3, M3,
M3, S4, M4, M4. As a result of this ordering system, the average distance
from the last presentation of a pair to the start of the test was very similar,
44 pairs for the spaced condition and 46 pairs for the massed condition.
This small difference in lag to test was further offset by the distractor task.

Results

Experiment 4A. As is shown in Figure 6A, accuracy was better
in the 8-s condition than in the 1-s condition, F(1, 23) � 59.08,
MSE � 0.03, ES � .72. Accuracy was also better in the spaced
condition than in the massed condition overall, F(1, 23) � 6.51,
MSE � 0.01, ES � .22, but this was qualified by the predicted
significant Presentation Time � Spacing interaction, F(1, 23) �
6.75, MSE � 0.01, ES � .23. Planned comparisons showed that in
the 8-s condition, accuracy was better in the spaced condition than
in the massed condition, t(23) � �3.07, p � .003 (one-tailed). In
the 1-s condition, there was no difference, t(23) � 0.15, p � .440
(one-tailed).

Experiment 4B. As is shown in Figure 6B, accuracy was better
in the 8-s condition than in the 0.5-s condition, F(1, 23) � 86.00,
MSE � 0.03, ES � .79. Accuracy was also better in the spaced
condition than in the massed condition, F(1, 23) � 9.95, MSE �
0.00, ES � .30, but this main effect was qualified by the predicted
significant Spacing � Presentation Time interaction, F(1, 23) �

23.80, MSE � 0.01, ES � .51. Planned comparisons showed that
in the 8-s condition, accuracy was better in the spaced condition
than in the massed condition, t(23) � �4.95, p � .0001 (one-
tailed). In the 0.5-s condition, accuracy was better in the massed
condition than in the spaced condition, t(23) � 2.03, p � .027
(one-tailed).

Discussion

These results conform well to the predictions inferred from the
information uptake functions of Experiment 3. The results of both
Experiments 4A and 4B showed the interaction between presen-
tation time and spacing. Furthermore, in Experiment 4B, at the
short (0.5 s) presentation time, it was disadvantageous to interrupt
processing—massing resulted in reliably better performance than
did spacing. When the presentation time was intermediate (1 s),
there was no significant difference between massed and spaced
practice. Only when presentation times were long (8 s) was there
a difference favoring spaced practice.

Figure 6. The interaction between spacing and presentation time in
Experiment 4A (A) and Experiment 4B (B). Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
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Spaced practice has often been advocated as a way to optimize
learning. A host of experiments have promoted this conclusion
(e.g., Dempster, 1988; Reder & Anderson, 1982), and it has been
obtained in many paradigms using many populations and, indeed,
species. We do not challenge the conclusion that spaced practice is
best when the information uptake on the first presentation is
complete—that is, when little or no further learning would be
obtained by continued immediate perseverance. However, the dy-
namics of the information uptake need to be taken into account,
and the learning process should not be interrupted prematurely.
The results of this experiment, then, present a strong caveat to the
generality of the conclusion that one should always defer practice
until later. If the learning has not plateaued on the first presenta-
tion, discontinuing study, by spacing practice, is liable to hurt
performance as compared with continuing to study immediately.

Conclusion

How do the two models of study-time allocation outlined in the
introduction fare given the current data? The discrepancy reduc-
tion model fails, both in terms of what people do and what they
should do. In contrast to what the discrepancy reduction model
predicts, in Experiment 1, people did not devote their time selec-
tively to the most difficult items, nor should they have. The lack of
increase in performance on the difficult items coupled with an
order of magnitude increase in study time justifies Nelson and
Leonesio’s (1988) epitaph on these items of “labor in vain.”
Selective studying of the most difficult items also did not help
performance in the second experiment. In fact, it produced the
worst performance. We do not dispute that if people were given an
unlimited amount of time and the goal were complete mastery of
all of the items, they would need to devote the most time to the
most difficult items. Indeed, this fact may constitute the best
operational definition of difficulty. But that does not mean that this
is the best thing to do with one’s time in every situation. Under
more realistic circumstances in which people have limited time
and cannot reach perfection, they neither use nor should use the
discrepancy reduction strategy.

The region of proximal learning framework fared better. The
general pattern of the data fit well with the underlying assumptions
about learning that are embodied in more general region of prox-
imal learning theories (Atkinson, 1972a, 1972b; Berlyne, 1978;
Hebb, 1949; Piaget, 1952; Vygotsky, 1987). These theorists have
proposed that learning proceeds best (and, as noted by Berlyne,
one’s aesthetic sense is most rewarded) by attending to those
concepts and events that are nearest to one’s current understanding
and only then, with the enriched conceptual base, going on to
integrate items that are more difficult. This type of theory has no
difficulty explaining most of the findings presented here. First, as
was shown in Experiment 1 and by Thiede and Dunlosky (1999),
people chose to study the easiest items first. However, according to
the information uptake functions of Experiment 3, little time is
required to master those easy items. Thus, it is well worth studying
those items for a short time, but they are likely to be transferred
rather quickly to a state where additional study time is ineffective.
Once that occurs, the region of proximal learning theory indicates
that the items that are next in line to being learned (i.e., the
medium-difficulty items) should be studied. And, indeed, people
turned to the items of medium difficulty next, as was shown in

Experiment 1. They studied the medium-difficulty items longer
than they did the easy items—again, as is appropriate given the
information uptake functions.

Perhaps the only puzzling aspect of the data on people’s choice
of what to study from the perspective of the region of proximal
learning framework is why they studied the most difficult items at
all. The answer might be that they had to at least check on those
items to make the assessment that studying them was not benefi-
cial. But checking takes time, and they could not do so without
seeming to study them. In addition, because the participants had
only three options, once they had studied the easy and medium-
difficulty items, they had nowhere else to go but to the difficult
items. If they had had other easy and medium-difficulty items to
return to, they might have done so.

It is perhaps a truism that learning is a deeply dynamic process.
However, current understanding of the relation between metacog-
nition and study-time allocation has not taken these dynamics into
account. It is abundantly clear, though, from the data presented in
this article that a strong correlation between JOLs and study-time
allocation—a result that is predicted by the discrepancy reduction
model and that has been taken to mean that people’s metacogni-
tions control their study-time allocation—indicates what is very
likely to be a suboptimal strategy rather than the reverse. Even the
region of proximal learning framework, which is fundamentally
dynamic and which was well-supported by the data presented here,
will require refinement to allow assessment of the benefits of
continuing (or declining) to study when factors that take up pre-
cious study time, such as the costs of checking, choosing, and
switching, are taken into account. We suggest that only by coming
to terms with the intrinsic dynamics of information uptake and
how those dynamics interact with the individual’s online monitor-
ing of his or her own state of learning vis-à-vis a particular item
under consideration at the time of monitoring, will psychologists
be able to construct a more detailed and realistic theory of meta-
cognitively guided study-time allocation. Such a theory should
make smooth predictions not only about what items people should
study, when they should decline to study them further, and when
they should return to study them again, but also when and why
they will encounter difficulties in making such decisions.
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